The widespread deployment of base stations constitutes a promising solution to cope with the ever-increasing wireless data rate demands. However, it also increases the interference levels, especially at the cell-edge. Most interference management techniques assume coordination between base stations, which involves undesired overhead and delays. To solve this problem, we propose a neighbor-friendly autonomous algorithm for power control in wireless heterogeneous networks that protects victim users from neighboring cells through a penalty factor in the power allocation level. We refer to this algorithm as neighbor-friendly iterative waterfilling (NF-IWF). In addition, we propose a low-complexity closed-form version that fixes the penalty factor by assuming a linear approximation of the victim user data rate. In high interference conditions, it can achieve a victim user data rate increase by a factor of 3.5 compared to IWF, 15 compared to soft frequency reuse (SFR), and 60 compared to equal power allocation (EPA) with a marginal decrease of the primary user data rate.
Introduction
The boost of novel wireless applications is producing an ever-increasing demand for larger data rates.
Furthermore, the massive market penetration of smartphones adds more pressure to network operators, mobile manufacturers, and standardization groups to satisfy the demands of an ever-larger number of users.
Improvements from a physical layer perspective have shown a low potential to deal with these demands. For instance, considering new coding techniques, link adaptation, and larger bandwidths, from 1950 to 2000, the network capacity gains have increased by a factor of 5 from the first, a factor of 5 from the second, and a factor of 15 from the third. Surprisingly, just from the deployment of more (smaller) cells, the network capacity gains have increased by an overwhelming factor of 2,700 [1] .
Femtocells offer the easiest and most cost-effective way to increase the current cell deployment [2] .
These are low-power base stations mainly for indoor usage with a coverage of tens of meters, compared to a Most urban areas are already fully covered by macrocells. Hence, the addition of more cells in these areas creates serious inter-cell interference problems in both uplink and downlink transmissions, especially in closedaccess mode. In this paper, we focus on the downlink transmission. Since femtocells are likely to be deployed in an unplanned manner by end-users and not by network operators, this problem is only going to grow in the coming years [3, 4] .
Base stations play a crucial role in dealing with an inter-cell interference. The power and time-frequency resources they allocate to users within the cell have an impact on users from neighboring cells. The impact is especially high for users located at the cell-edge.
Therefore, the implementation of inter-cell interference coordination (ICIC) techniques is of paramount importance. Nevertheless, most of the ICIC techniques allocate separate resources to neighboring cells, i.e., they exploit resource orthogonalization [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . This is usually done in the frequency domain or in the time domain, while variable power levels are rarely exploited. Thus, in this paper, we focus on and advocate for power control schemes that http://jwcn.eurasipjournals.com/content/2014/1/175 control an inter-cell interference by sharing (rather than orthogonalizing) resources.
Power control techniques implemented in current wireless networks such as LTE focus on resource orthogonalization between cells. A typical example is soft frequency reuse (SFR) [11] , in which the total bandwidth of each cell is divided into two non-overlapping frequency bands, one for center users (primary users in our case) and one for cell-edge users (victim users in our case). The center user band can be reused in all the cells, while the cell-edge user band is non-overlapping between neighboring cells, as can be seen in Figure 1 . The transmit power level is constant in each band but larger for the cell-edge user band to compensate for the performance degradation.
This approach offers a simple way to deal with frequency and power allocation jointly without interference but with the disadvantage of a fixed allocation of frequency bands and transmit powers. The optimization of SFR is usually done by adapting parameters α and β, which represent the total power fraction and total bandwidth fraction of the center user band, respectively [12] . However, this can only be achieved through network coordination.
To support coordination between base stations, a dedicated backhaul link is required. In LTE, the X2 interface between macrocells helps to configure dynamically the frequency bands and power levels [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] .
However, this interface is not yet standardized between macro-and femtocells in early versions of LTE release [11, 18, 19] . Even with an interface available, the dynamics of the wireless channel and the variability in the number of users attached to a cell, users' location, and interference conditions, this coordination constitutes a significant information overhead resulting in large delays.
An alternative approach is that each base station optimizes its own resource allocation without any information exchange. We refer to it as an autonomous algorithm.
Two well-known autonomous power control algorithms for OFDM networks are equal power allocation (EPA) and iterative waterfilling (IWF) [20] . In EPA, the total transmit power is allocated equally in all available subcarriers. In IWF, each base station maximizes its own data rate in a greedy way by allocating more power to those subcarriers with the best channel to interference and noise ratio (CINR), without considering the interference caused to victim users from neighboring cells.
Non-greedy autonomous power control algorithms have been studied in the context of digital subscriber line (DSL) networks.
In [21] and [22] , low-complexity autonomous power control algorithms for DSL, called ASB and ASB-2 are presented, which allow a non-orthogonalized share of resources. The concept of a protected reference line (or reference user) is introduced in these papers as a statistical average of all victim lines suffering interference. However, the implementation of these algorithms in practical wireless networks imposes a challenge given the multi-user scheduling and non-stationarity of the wireless channel.
A first attempt was made in [23] to apply the previous concept to a wireless network where the user suffering the strongest interference from the neighboring cells is selected as the reference user. However, this scheme is not autonomous since it needs periodical information exchange between base stations to adapt to the timevarying reference user channel characteristics.
To tackle the mentioned problems, we propose in this paper a neighbor-friendly autonomous algorithm for power control in wireless heterogeneous networks. It protects victim users within a certain distance from the base station through a frequency-dependent penalty factor in the power allocation level. The level of protection can be tuned to provide individualized quality of service (QoS). We refer to this algorithm as neighbor-friendly iterative waterfilling (NF-IWF). Additionally, we propose a lowcomplexity closed-form version that fixes the penalty factor by assuming a linear approximation of the data rate of the victim users.
We can summarize the main contributions of the paper as follows: 
IWF-based power control
Autonomous algorithms do not rely on information between base stations, they only exploit locally available (and a priori known) information about the environment such as direct channel gains, received interference, and noise. IWF exploits this information to maximize the data rate in each cell:
with are the bit loading for a standard interference channel model, the channel transfer function, the noise power, the base station transmit power, and the spectral emission mask constraints on subcarrier k in cell c, respectively; h¯c k and s¯c k are the channel transfer function and transmit power on subcarrier k from the interfering cellc, which are both assumed to be known as they affect users in cell c. We call h c k the direct channel and h¯c k the interfering channel of the users attached to cell c. The parameters C and K are the set of available cells and subcarriers, respectively, and P c,tot is the total power budget in cell c. A given subcarrier can only be allocated to one user in cell c, but it can also be allocated to a user from a neighboring cell resulting in an inter-cell interference. The allocation of subcarriers to users in cell c can be done prior to the power allocation strategies described in this paper (based, for example, on instantaneous channel conditions or iteratively with the power allocation). However, our focus is only on the power allocation. A joint autonomous power and subcarrier allocation algorithm is nevertheless an interesting scenario that we will study for future work. The parameter denotes the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) gap to capacity, which depends on the desired bit error rate (BER), the coding gain, and the noise margin. We will assume it to be equal to 1 without loss of generality.
It can be shown, using the corresponding Karush-KuhnTucker (KKT) conditions, that the transmit powers have a closed-form solution as follows
where [x] b a = max(a, min(x, b)) and λ c is the Lagrange multiplier that should be updated (e.g., with bisection) to satisfy the corresponding total power constraint P c,tot .
To analyze the benefit of exploiting locally available information, we consider a network with 5 macrocells evenly distributed over a 30 × 30 km area, each with a 43 dBm total transmit power and 5 MHz bandwidth. As a channel model, we use the 3GPP spatial channel model (SCM [24] ) with suburban macro environment and a distance (d)-dependent path loss of 31.5 + 35 log 10 (d[m] ). We show in Figure 2 the difference between the data rates obtained using IWF and EPA of a user moving along every possible location on this area. The results can be seen in a tri-dimensional plot where the x and y axes correspond to the area, and the z axis corresponds to the data rate difference between IWF and EPA. A maximum difference of 400 Mbps can be observed, interestingly, at the cell-edge of neighboring cells. This scenario becomes more critical when femtocells are deployed. We now introduce into the previous network topology 20 femtocells randomly distributed (i.e., deployed in an unplanned manner), each with a 15 dBm total transmit power. The exact location of each base station can be seen in Figure 3 . We compute again the difference between the data rates obtained using IWF and EPA of a user moving along every possible location. The results are shown in Figure 4 . The femtocells' deployment results in more severe interference problems, especially at the cell-edges. Remarkably, a maximum difference of 1,250 Mbps can be observed at the cell-edge of multiple interfering cells (macro-and femtocells). This again shows the potential gains exploiting locally available information.
The advantage of IWF is its simplicity, its closed-form solution, and the fact that it does not need any information exchange between base stations. However, each cell maximizes its own data rate in a greedy fashion by allocating power especially to those subcarriers with the best CINR, without considering the interference caused to victim users from neighboring cells.
Neighbor-friendly autonomous power control

Victim users protection with NF-IWF
Our aim is therefore to design a neighbor-friendly approach that, without any information exchange in the network, limits this damage.
Using the concept of a protected reference user, we formulate optimization problem (1) as the weighted sum of the data rate of users attached to cell c, or primary users, denoted as R c and the data rate of victim users attached to one neighboring cell, denoted as R vc . Both cells share the set of subcarriers K. Adding extra optimization terms for other neighboring cells only brings minimal performance at a high-complexity cost since most of the per-subcarrier interference comes from one base station [23] . However, other neighboring cells can be considered if they share a different set of subcarriers with cell c. Again, the subcarrier allocation to users is assumed to be done prior to the power allocation. 
with
where
, and σ vc k are the bit loading, the direct channel, the transmit power, and the noise power on subcarrier k of the victim user, respectively, and h vc,c k is the interfering channel on subcarrier k from cell c to a victim user. w c and w vc are the weights of the primary users and the victim users, respectively. We assume w c equal for all primary users and w vc equal for all victim users. We consider that w c = 1 − w vc , which represents a trade-off between protecting victim users of a neighboring cell at the cost of degrading the data rate of primary users. In practice, these weights can be chosen based on upper layer information such as queue length or quality of service requirements. Setting w vc = 0 shifts to a greedy algorithm like IWF, which can be useful when interference between neighboring cells is negligible.
Applying the KKT stationarity condition to problem (4) leads to
By taking into account the KKT complementarity conditions of (4), s c k from the first term of Equation 6 can be isolated to obtain:
where P NF,c k is referred to as the penalty factor, defined as Problem 4 is a nonconvex function for which a duality gap exists to the optimal solution. However, as the number of subcarriers increase, this duality gap becomes zero and it can be solved via bisection [25] .
By adding to Equation 7 a bisection search on the Lagrange multiplier to satisfy the total cell power constraint, we obtain Algorithm 1, which we refer to as NF-IWF. The parameter δ indicates the accuracy of the total power constraint, γ indicates the stopping criterion of the bisection search on λ c in the case of an inactive total power constraint, and max is the maximum value for λ c .
The transmit powers of the neighboring cells s vc k are assumed as an EPA without performance degradation as observed in later sections. for k = 1 : K do 11: repeat 12: Update s c k in (7) 13:
Algorithm 1 NF-IWF
until convergence 14: end for 15: if k s c k > P c,tot then 16 :
else 18 :
end if 20: end while 21: until network convergence Contrary to most ICIC techniques that orthogonalize resources, an advantage of NF-IWF is that it allows subcarriers to be shared between users as long as adequate power levels are used. This can be seen in Figure 5 . Interestingly, NF-IWF allocates more power to those subcarriers less used for transmission by the interfering base station, which uses IWF. Still, some subcarriers are shared by both base stations.
The challenge of implementing NF-IWF in a wireless network resides on obtaining the parameters in Equation 8 in an autonomous way. For example, h vc,c k can be obtained from the channel feedback of victim users when scanning pilot signals of a neighboring cell for a potential handover [26, 27] . However, the direct channel h vc k can only be known from the information received from other base stations.
Therefore, we propose in the 'Estimation of the victim user channel' section a novel approach to estimate h vc k based on the distance from the base station to the cell-edge.
Estimation of the victim user channel
Full knowledge of h vc k is unfeasible in an autonomous fashion.
Nevertheless, the path loss, i.e., the average channel gain over all the allocated subcarriers, is easier to obtain because it mainly depends on the distance to the base station. Since the signal strength coming from two neighboring base stations can be considered equal at the cell-edge (this is how the cell-edge is typically defined), the path loss from each base station to the cell-edge can be known. This can be exploited to approximate the direct channel of any victim user (h vc k ) by using the path loss from the base station to the cell-edge. Therefore,h vc is assumed to be an average over all the available subcarriers such that any user located at a distance d from the base station would present the same average channel and experience the same path loss given by 31. To estimate d in practice, we can use the information available at the base station on the channel estimated by new users entering the cell [28] or predefined by the manufacturer. As we will see later, an exact definition of d is not necessary for improved performance.
Furthermore, this information does not need to be updated regularly (since the cell-edge will only be modified when a new base station is deployed in the neighborhood).
Despite its simplicity, this model provides an accurate estimation of the victim users channel characteristics. To analyze the sensitivity of this model, we consider two users in a high interference case 1 (where the victim user is severely interfered by cell c) and a low interference case 2 (where the victim user is at the cell-edge) as reconstructed in Figure 6 and Figure 7 , respectively. MBS stands for macro base station, and FBS stands for femto base station. The color regions indicate the signal strength in the direct channel to the closest base station, and the user color indicates the base station to which the user is attached.
We assume that there is no handover, like in a closedaccess base station. At d norm = 0.5, i.e., between the two base stations, we have the highest normalized data rate of the victim user for a primary user data rate of 20% in case 1 and 50% in case 2. This is because in case 1, the base station needs to significantly reduce the transmit power to the primary user when protecting a more vulnerable victim user located within its coverage. Figure 8 also shows that the accuracy to defineh vc is not so critical when d norm ranges between 0.5 and 0.75, decreasing at most 20% of the data rate of the victim celledge user. To achieve the maximum performance for the victim user, from here on, we assume a victim user path loss at a distance d norm = 0.5.
Complexity reduction of NF-IWF
Since the channel conditions can change rapidly in a wireless environment, it is crucial from a practical point of view that the power allocation computation be performed with a small number of iterations. However, Equation 7 does not have a closed form since P NF,c k depends on s c k . Therefore, we propose an approximation of the penalty factor that reduces the complexity of Algorithm 1 by eliminating the loop of line 11. 
We approximate (9) by linearizing the second term in the objective function such that the maximization problem becomes For a linear equation of type ax + b, b is disregarded when applying the KKT conditions, while the slope a is included in w vc when tuning a particular operating point. The KKT stationarity condition of (10) leads to ∀k :
resulting in
where the penalty factor is approximated bỹ
This corresponds to a linear penalty on the power level determined by the interfering channel of the victim users. In other words, the power allocation is proportionally penalized in those subcarriers with a strong interfering channel because this can easily damage the victim user data rate. This approximation results in a closed-form formula with complexity similar to IWF (and lower than NF-IWF) but improved performance as we will see later. We refer to it as NF-IWF-approx.
Performance evaluation
We consider a wireless OFDM network with the parameters shown in Table 1 . In order to evaluate the performance of our approaches, we first focus on two users (one primary user and one victim user) connected to neighboring cells. We consider two scenarios, one with interference between macrocells and one with interference between a femtocell and a macrocell. For each scenario, we analyze two cases, one with a high and another with a low interference.
We compare our proposed approaches against EPA and IWF by generating the achievable rate region, which shows the trade-off between the two user data rates. In the case of NF-IWF and NF-IWF-approx, changing the weights w c and w vc allows us to reach different full-power operating points to form the achievable rate region. This is not possible with IWF, for which the total power budget has to be tuned between 0 and P c,tot to obtain different operating points. This controllable tunability can be seen as an important advantage of NF-IWF.
We also compare our proposed approaches with a practical scheme like SFR, in which we divide the total bandwidth into two non-overlapping frequency bands. In order to achieve different operating points, we need to vary parameters α and β from Figure 1 . In the case of a multiuser scenario, each band is assigned to either primary or victim users and has a constant power level. However, in the case of two users connected to neighboring cells, the optimal approach consists in transmitting with full power to each user in one non-overlapping band, i.e., in each cell α = 1 and β varies from 0 to 1 to achieve different operating points (discontiguous bands are not considered). In the multi-user case, this results in starvation of resources for some users.
As an upper bound, we consider the case in which the base station has full knowledge of the interfering and direct channels and of the power allocation of the neighboring base station. We call this approach NF-full, which is equivalent to the distributed algorithm (DSB) of Tsiaflakis et al. [22] . Evidently, this is not an autonomous approach, since it requires coordination between base stations.
For all the evaluated approaches, the transmit powers are updated alternately between base stations until network convergence is reached. In the following simulations, only three to five iterations are necessary for convergence.
Macro-macro interference
The two cases to be analyzed for the macro-macro scenario are shown in Figures 6 and 7 . In case 1, the victim user is located within the coverage of the neighboring cell, resulting in a high interference. In case 2, the interference to the victim user is low as it is located between the coverage of the two cells. Figure 9 shows the gains in the rate region that can be achieved with NF-IWF in the case of a high interference. For example, with a primary user data rate of 600 Mbps, NF-IWF can achieve 6 Mbps for the victim user instead of 1. IWF, a factor of 15 compared to SFR, and a factor of 60 compared to EPA. Furthermore, the difference between the approach with full knowledge and NF-IWF proves to be marginal. NF-IWF-approx can achieve similar gains with reduced complexity when the data rate of the primary user is lower than 500 Mbps. Needless to say, the underperformance and lack of tunability of EPA are evident. SFR is able to improve the performance for both primary and victim users compared to EPA, but not compared to IWF. This is because SFR partitions the available bandwidth in non-overlapping bands, avoiding interference in this way. However, SFR does not exploit a variable per-subcarrier power allocation, which results in a large degradation. Figure 10 shows the rate region for the low interference case. Except for EPA and SFR, the performance of all algorithms is similar. This is because the direct channels are stronger compared to the interfering channels; hence, even a greedy algorithm like IWF has improved performance. 
Femto-macro interference
The two cases to be analyzed for the scenario with femtomacro interference are shown in Figures 11 and 12 . In case 1, the victim user of the macrocell is located within the coverage of the neighboring femtocell, resulting in a high interference. In case 2, the interference to the victim user is low as it is located far from the femtocell coverage. Figure 13 shows that with a primary user data rate of 80 Mbps, NF-IWF can achieve 1.45 Mbps for the victim user instead of 0.5 Mbps for IWF, 0.7 for SFR, and 0.02 Mbps for EPA, i.e., an increase by a factor of 2.9 compared to IWF, a factor of 2 compared to SFR, and a factor of 73 compared to EPA. For this primary user data rate, NF-IWF-approx achieves the same gains. In the low interference case, all the algorithms perform similar except for EPA and SFR as seen in Figure 14 .
It is interesting to note that with a high interference, NF-IWF-approx provided more than a 50% increase in the victim user data rate compared to IWF with less complexity than NF-IWF. This result indicates that the linear approximation of the penalty factor indeed provides most of the useful information to achieve significant gains.
Multi-user multi-cell interference
The achievable rate regions presented so far show the advantages of our proposed approaches in a two-user evaluation. However, a multi-user multi-cell evaluation is needed to assess the total network gains.
We consider a wireless heterogeneous network consisting of 5 macrocells (evenly distributed), 20 femtocells (randomly distributed), and 500 users (randomly distributed). Any two neighboring cells share a set of subcarriers and each user is randomly allocated the same number of consecutive subcarriers within a cell. This topology is shown in Figure 3 , and the performance results are shown in Figure 15 . The user color indicates the base station to which the users are attached. Users located within the coverage of their macrocell are classified as macro primary users, while users located farther than the coverage of their macrocell (i.e., closer to a neighboring cell than to the cell they are attached to) are classified as macro victim users and are those to be protected. Users attached to femtocells are classified as femto users.
For a fair comparison, all base stations use the same algorithm with the best rate region operating point for any two neighboring cells. For IWF, the best operating point corresponds to a full-power scheme, while for SFR, NF-IWF, NF-IWF-approx, and NF-full, we consider a point on the rate region boundary with a tangent of slope equal to −1.
From the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of Figure 15 , we can observe the gains achieved by our proposed approaches. As expected, NF-full achieves the best data rate performance for the macro victim users, followed closely by NF-IWF and NF-IWF-approx. IWF and EPA present a clear underperformance due to their greediness towards victim users, while the SFR suffers from the band partitioning and lack of power control within each band. For example, with the NF algorithms, macro victim users have a very large probability of obtaining a normalized data rate higher than 95%; while with SFR, IWF, and EPA, they have 40% probability of a normalized data rate lower than 70%, 50%, and 5%, respectively. Femto users achieve similar gains. Additionally, the gains come with a marginal degradation in the macro primary user data rates. Since we consider the full-power operating point for IWF, it achieves the highest data rate for the macro primary users, followed closely by NF-full, NF-IWF, NF-IWF-approx, and SFR. EPA can sometimes present a higher primary user data rate compared to SFR and NF algorithms. This is because, depending on the channel conditions, the EPA operating point can have a higher primary user data rate than the operating point of SFR and NF algorithms. However, the NF algorithms never achieve a normalized data rate lower than 75%.
Sensitivity analysis
In this section, we evaluate the data rate performance of our approaches for a given channel estimation error in all the channels with some frequency variation, i.e., h c k , h¯c k , and h vc,c k . We model the channel estimation error as a Gaussian random variable with zero mean and different values of standard deviation (std). A visual representation of the channel estimation error is shown in Figure 16 . The value of std represents a fraction of the average channel value.
The power allocation is then computed aŝ
with the penalty factor of NF-IWF modeled aŝ (15) and the penalty factor of NF-IWF-approx modeled aŝ
whereĥ = h + for all channels, with h being the true channel (subscripts and superscripts omitted). With the obtained power allocation values, we compute the achievable data rate for each cell as Figure 17 shows that our approaches are robust to very high channel estimation errors and can still present significant gains compared to IWF even with std = 1. It is also interesting to note that for small values of std, the primary user data rate can improve compared to the case without errors. This is because the primary user is less vulnerable to channel estimation errors and can profit from the power level decrease of the victim user.
Computational complexity for convergence
In this section, we quantify the computational complexity needed for each algorithm to converge to transmit powers satisfying the total power constraints. EPA and SFR do not need to update the transmit powers. All the NF algorithms have two or three levels of iterations as shown in Algorithm 1. The convergence properties of the proposed algorithms can be seen in Figure 18 in terms of the number of iterations per subcarrier per base station, i.e., we evaluate the product N λ N P . We can observe that after ten iterations, all of the proposed algorithms reach convergence. However, NF-IWF-approx is the first one to reach convergence at three iterations within a 10% range of the final value, followed by NF-IWF at four iterations, and finally NF-full at six iterations. Since we consider the best operating point in the rate region of each algorithm, the different algorithms converge to a different value. Interesting to note is that both NF-IWF and NF-IWF-approx show a fluctuating behavior during the first iterations, while NF-full shows a smoother behavior. This is due to the approximations involved in NF-IWF and NF-IWFapprox that make the algorithms fluctuate before reaching convergence. Within the different levels of iterations, the transmit power computation needs to be done on a per-subcarrier basis, i.e., we need K transmit power calculations. This leads to a total complexity in the number of power computations of N o N λ N P K for NF-IWF and N o N λ K for IWF and NF-IWF-approx.
This complexity can be further reduced by exploiting the frequency correlation of the wireless channel. We analyze the impact of this complexity reduction for both NF-IWF and NF-IWF-approx. For this purpose, we define a window of wd subcarriers in which we reuse the transmit power value of one of the middle subcarriers. The data rate impact of this reduction can be seen in Figure 19 . We note that the degradation is marginal for a window of two and four subcarriers and becomes more visible for a window of eight subcarriers. A similar rationale can be used to exploit the time correlation of the channel.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed NF-IWF, a neighborfriendly autonomous algorithm for power control in wireless heterogeneous networks. In contrast to greedy algorithms like EPA and IWF, NF-IWF protects the data rate of victim users located within a certain distance from the base station. This is done through a factor that penalizes the power allocation in those subcarriers that damage the data rate of victim users. Furthermore, we have developed a low-complexity version, NF-IWF-approx, which reduces the complexity by assuming a linear approximation of the victim user data rate, resulting in a closedform formula. Other options have been analyzed to further reduce complexity by exploiting frequency and time correlation of the channel. We have evaluated our algorithms under high and low interference conditions in a heterogeneous network with macro-and femtocells. Our approaches present higher tunability, robustness, and better data rate performance, especially in high interference conditions. We have shown an increase by a factor of 3.5 compared to IWF, 15 compared to SFR, and 60 compared to EPA in the victim user data rate with a marginal decrease of the primary user data rate. We have also shown that the rate region of our approaches lies close to the upper bound with full knowledge of the interfering channel and the power allocation of the neighboring cell.
